Mid-Nineteenth Century Clay Smoking Pipes from Fort Hoskins (35BE15) and Fort Yamhill (35PO75), Oregon
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Over the past 42 years clay smoking pipes have been excavated from two U.S. army posts, Fort Hoskins (35BE15) and Fort Yamhill (35PO75) and curated at Oregon State University. These two forts were established in Western Oregon in 1856 and by 1866 both had been decommissioned. Numerous theses have focused on the lives of the men assigned to the forts, but none have focused on the clay pipe, a ubiquitous find at many historic sites. This simple object can often communicate information about human social, economic and status cultures. The military forts were restricted environments in which daily activities were restrained. One means in which someone could express their individuality was with a pipe. This thesis examines clay pipes and combines extensive archival research, journals of soldiers stationed at each fort, with comparison data of previous clay pipe research and consultation with experts in the field to help in their identification. The impact of smoking upon the health and psyche of the men within the military milieu of the forts is examined, as is consumer choice, availability of clay pipes and expressions of status. This thesis presents evidence to support definitive and tentative conclusions for the identification of clay pipe manufacturers and conjecture on consumer choice.
Finding the Clay Pigeon locations is the objective of one of Fortnite's many Weekly Challenges. Completing it will give you additional XP to help go towards... Note this particular challenge is no longer able to be completed. That said, there are still plenty of other Fortnite Challenges as part of Fortnite Season 8, including Wooden Rabbit, Stone Pig and Metal Llama locations, the Knife Point location on the Treasure Map, and the five Highest Elevation locations. Fortnite Clay Pigeon locations: Where to shoot a Clay Pigeon at different locations. Churchwarden stems may be bent or straight. The pipe's overall proportions should be taken into consideration as well; a rather large neo-classical piece might wear a stem of acceptable length, but its proportional relationship to the overall shape might not be so extreme as to render it a true Churchwarden. The History of Churchwardens. The Churchwarden was once as ubiquitous to the pipe smoking community as the noble tamper is today, with roots as far back as the late 18th or early 19th century (depending on who you ask). Longer clay pipes were among those seen in pioneer-era taverns, where they would occasionally be owned by the establishment for use by patrons. Fort Hoskins was one of three "forts" (which were actually unfortified posts) built by the U.S. Army to monitor the Coastal Indian Reservation in Oregon in the mid-19th century. The Fort Hoskins Site is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The site of the fort was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1974.[1]. In 2002, Benton County has opened the site as Fort Hoskins Historical Park.[3] In 2012, the fort commander's house was moved back to its original site at Fort Hoskins from nearby Pedee, where it had been moved after the fort was closed. In 2015 Benton County approved funds for an exterior restoration of the house.[4].